Hosted Services and Events Agreement
Acceptance of consultation services (“Service”) or any of the services offered by Brant – The Intuitive Medium
(“BrantTheMedium.com”) states that you are agreeing to be bound by the following Hosted Services and Events
Agreement. The Services offered by Brant - The Intuitive Medium under the Terms of Service include various services of
entertainment.
You must read, agree with and accept all of the following terms and conditions contained in this Hosted Services and
Events Agreement form prior to Brant - The Intuitive Medium appearing at your House, Party or Public Event.
Brant - The Intuitive Medium considers it is an honor and privilege to be able to serve spirit and wants to provide the best
experience for his clients and for any hosted party or event. The host therefore agrees to oblige with the following:
1. Hosted Party Terms
1. Children under the age of 16 and older than 12 are welcomed to attend the Hosted event providing they are able
to understand and comprehend the process of communicating with Spirit and/or the universe. Any child under
the age of 12 or do not currently understand the process of connecting with Spirit or the Universe should either
be entertained separately or alternative arrangements for them should be made.
2. Alcoholic beverages should not be present or ingested prior to the Demonstration or during the Gallery or 1 on 1
events. In order to have a proper reading and the best experience, all individuals must be completely sober as
Spirit communication is a 3 way communication. Inebriated individuals disrupt the connection with the Universe
and Spirit and Brant - The Intuitive Medium reserves the right to either cancel or shorten the House Party visit
which will include no refund and loss of any deposit. Please respect Spirit and the Medium in this instance.
Alcoholic beverages may be consumed at the conclusion of the demonstration or services.
3. Any and all pets should be confined or kept away during the demonstration, gallery or readings. Animals can be
disruptive and impact the quality of the reading. Brant - The Intuitive Medium may be allergic to certain dogs,
cats or other animals. Please notify Brant - The Intuitive Medium prior to your engagement of any pets or animals.
2. Payment, Deposit and Terms of Service:
Regardless of the service being requested, all consultation appointments require a prepayment deposit with Brant-The
Intuitive Medium. Deposits secure the date and time for your reading. Balance of payment will be required at the
completion of your session. Brant reserves the right to end a session early at any given time due to the nature of the
reading, or if the reading reaches completion with the client being satisfied. Payment Deposit is currently being accepted
via PayPal though the website (http://www.BrantTheMedium.com/Services).
3. Cancellation Policy:
Cancellation or Rescheduling of your session will be allowed if notification is received at least 24 hours in advance of the
session or event. Rescheduling of your consultation appointment will be allowed at now additional charge to you
providing your cancellation notification is within the 24 hours of your scheduled appointment. Any rescheduling of your
consultation with less than 24 hours will result in a $10.00 rescheduling fee. Any cancellations without rescheduling will
be subject to the Refund Policy. In the case of a hosted event, the Terms and Conditions of the hosted locale will apply.

4. Refunds of Deposits or Payments
Brant-The Intuitive Medium's intent is to provide a service of emotional value. If you should miss your original scheduled
appointment time, no refund of deposit will be issued. In addition, no refund of deposit will be issued should you choose
not to reschedule your appointment should you notification be received less than 24 hours prior to your scheduled
appointment. Refund of deposit will be issued in the same format that deposit was initially made should you provide
notification prior to 24 hours of scheduled consultation. In the case of a hosted event, the Terms and Conditions of the
hosted locale will apply. For any House Parties, Acceptance of Terms and Conditions is required. Any disregard or
infringement of the agreed upon Terms and Conditions will result in forfeit of services and deposit.
5. Disclaimer
As an Intuitive Medium, Brant does his best to connect with the universe and with spirit to bring you messages from the
other side of the Spirit world. Mediumship and Intuitive Readings are an inaccurate art, and Brant will attempt to provide
you with as much accuracy as possible. Brant cannot connect with celebrities that have passed on unless you have had a
relationship experience with them in your life. In the event that Brant is unable to connect with Spirit or the Universe,
Brant reserves the right to either reschedule your session or shorten at a reduced rate. Readings and Consultation services
are for entertainment purposes and are not a substitute for licensed professional services.
6. Liability
Brant - The Intuitive Medium shall not be responsible or liable, directly or indirectly, for any damage or loss caused or
alleged to be caused by or in connection with use of or reliance on any such information or services available on or through
any such web sites or services.

I have read this Hosted Services and Events Agreement and will comply with the Terms of Services. Client verifies that
they are at least eighteen (18) years of age and fully competent; and execute this Agreement for full, adequate and
complete consideration of services.

Brant - The Intuitive Medium

Customer:

_____________________________________________

______________________________________________
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